Value Chains App

WHY SHOULD I USE THE APP?

With Thomson Reuters Eikon Value Chains App you can gain insight on over 19,000 companies via an in-depth view of their relationships with customers and suppliers and associated risks and opportunities. Business relationships between companies represent key information for a whole range of financial professionals. For example, Research Analysts need to evaluate risks in a company’s supply chain and its business impact to their portfolio or investment idea. Other examples include: M&A bankers seeking to identify consolidation opportunities or Corporate Strategists who need competitive intelligence about their peers.

KEY FACTS

- The Value Chains app is supported by a Machine Learning based algorithm detecting relationships between companies in a text document. Documents can be added to your briefcase, downloaded in PDF, Word, HTML and Delta and headlines can be exported to Excel
- Coverage includes over 6,300 Public companies
- Source texts include over 30 English language News Feeds and Edgar filings, with 5 years of history and daily incremental updates

TOP TIPS ON HOW TO USE THE APP

- In Search use the VCHAiNS short cut or simply use keywords such as “suppliers”, “supply chain”. You can also navigate from the Peers & Valuations tab.
- View information across the complete supply chain or use the tabs to filter the view to suppliers or customers
- Use the question mark icons to view a definition for a data item
- Click on the hyperlinked snippet count number to view the example snippets found by the app indicating a supply chain relationship

![Snippets Mentioning Boeing Co & Customer SES SA](image)

- Highlight a company from the results list and the company's business summary and peer information will populate at the bottom of the page
- Click through the Industry or Geographic breakdown to view the relationships displayed in the results list. Identify industries containing credit risk companies in the Industry view and drill down to view the companies within each industry
- Visualize a company's customers and suppliers by industry and quickly hone in on credit risks. Drill down 4 industry classification levels
- Use the Geographic view to identify where the results list customer and supplier companies are located (headquarters only) and view their industry breakdowns

**NEED HELP?**
- To learn more about the Value Chains App a training video is available: [http://training.thomsonreuters.com/videoplayer/videos/2022?pmf=2m2091f593](http://training.thomsonreuters.com/videoplayer/videos/2022?pmf=2m2091f593)
- You can contact us directly through Messenger using the Customer Support contact
- You can access our entire blended learning offer on the Training site: [http://training.thomsonreuters.com/](http://training.thomsonreuters.com/)

Visit [financial.tr.com/eikon](http://financial.tr.com/eikon)

For more information, contact your representative or visit us online.
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